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Today I open the Omega Communications Portal
and greet you. I greet you because I know you
because of the energy essence that you are, and it
is the same state of consciousness that we share in
that enables us to link together and enables us to
move together into the receiving area of the Station
of Light, and so we are connected all around this
planet. Perhaps there are more Beings linking in
with us than I recognise, perhaps some of the
Beings are living within other areas of this planetary
system – under the water, under the surface of the
planet, above the surface of the planet, in the outer
atmosphere – I have no idea of knowing how many
people connect in. Even if it is only You who is
receiving this message, and I together, that is
enough, because I recognise You as being special,
as understanding your pathway and the purpose
that you have to being present on planet Earth
Station.
Now, let’s move together into the receiving area of
the Station and firmly identify yourself here in this
space. Let the images come to you and let the
sense of your physical self dissolve away until you
sense your essence – your light form – here.

“ We greet you as this Light Energy state
of You – the Essence of You. This is
Orem addressing you and as I am the
central focus for this Command Station,
then it is my place to greet you or to allow other
people to greet you in my place if I am otherwise
occupied in activities.
Today there is a freshness coming around you in
the energy and it is observed that many of you are
going through a time of renewal and adjusting to the
energy frequency which you are receiving and
drawing into you from other aspects of Creation.
The momentum is pulling you forward. Your
momentum is driving you forward, because it is your
eagerness to expand your consciousness which
provides all the opportunities and the energy
openings for you to evolve and to allow yourself to
take in more of the energy which draws you forward.
The drawing forward can take you deeper into
aspects of this Station of Light and it can take you
forward further into opportunities to witness
changes in other Stations of Light and to witness
changes within the Cities of Light.
The establishment of the cities of light is being
strengthened and before you will be coming
information in relation to the activities within the
crystalline cities of light, and the city of light – the
major grouping that we term Earth City of Light – has
become known to a greater galactic group of Beings
who are commissioned to be involved in the
evolution of the Earth Light City.
Understand from this, you are participating in this
expansion. Choose the aspect of existence around
you that you want to involve yourself within and the
aspects of information which you have available to
you and remember, everything you focus upon is
impressed in your energy field.
Taking you beyond this into the next level as you
adjust to the frequency patterns here, you will be
aware that surrounding you is a dynamic aspect of
creation – dynamic in the sense that it is movement,
it is drawing energy into it and it is changing.

It is energy, or power, as you would understand that
to be which is enlivening the matrix around you
individually and therefore expanding from the Earth
planet into the Earth City Light construction.
There is within this construct an energy matrix of the
Earth City of Light which connects into direct focus
of beams of energy into specific intersecting points.
These are known as nodes and nodes collect
information and energy is focused in the nodes of
this energetic grid which is part of your aspect of
creation and already connected into the Earth Light
City. Experience this around you, because this is
the purpose of this particular transmission to you, so
that you understand the deeper connections you
have.
You may be sensing in different aspects of your light
body here, circuitry being altered and changed and
as you observe the circuitry that is your light body,
you will see specific connecting nodes responding
to the energy nodes of the Light City. It is a way of
helping you adapt to that and bringing you more into
the realisation of this existence.
Already you will have noticed that there is a gentle
flowingness of your life happening and many of you
are noticing that concerns that you have had are no
longer persistent in your conscious mind. They have
flowed away from you and as you are drawn forward
into this state of consciousness that is the Light City,
then you attract to you more of the upliftment and
the energy you resonate with deep within you. This
instils a sense of balance and order in all of your
systems. From this state you also draw in patterns
from deeply connected flows and dimensions in
different levels beyond even Earth Light City.
There can be the allowance of some elements in the
dynamic structure which might vibrate which could
give a sense of disturbance. This arises as there is
the inter-weaving of different aspects around the
energy matrix of the existence of the Light City. It is
being observed. We are observing this. The Beings
– the Star Beings – observe this. All of us working
within the Station of Light observe you and we
observe the details required to help the ease of

transition into your activities within the Light City
construction. It has been an ongoing, and is an
ongoing and unfoldment part of you and in the
unfoldment you find that some of your senses
become very clear and strong and your attention is
drawn in particular to inner communications that
you would be experiencing.
Now this is the time in the session where we devote
energy to you personally to allow the energy matrix
through you, circulating through you all of the
information to identify those areas that would still be
showing as unbalanced or some discord and as you
allow this process to happen, in observing you we
also are flowing the energy in for the smooth
balancing and connections for you. There have
been items detected around you which have been
resonating in a different way and you would find that
it is not resonating in the holistic pattern and so the
discord had been experienced. Following this
transmission to you as you integrate it, will come
ongoing levels of light and uplifting experiences for
you.
Many of you are now prepared to identify many of
us who are working with you, and are able to accept
the multi level of energy forms that we are and what
we present to you in terms of this energy that is
featured around you in the present transmission.
You may be experiencing the intensity of the energy
here, filled with vitality and you would call it
enthusiasm, and this would include your own
eagerness to perceive the changes and differences
around you and your eagerness to participate more
in the unfoldment and in the greeting process that
is occurring between many of you holding the
energy on Earth and those of us bringing it into you.
All of us present here share the joy essence with
you of this communion and sharing and also it will
be lifting away from you resistances and shields that
you may have put up, out of lack of understanding
of the universal connections and the hosts of Beings
working with you, until you experience yourself as
identifying your placement with us. We have
included you in many different groupings in recent
sessions and you may have perceived who you
have been working with in the groups.

Sometimes all you do is to peel back one corner of
the picture, of the covering of the picture, so you get
to know us bit by bit, and if that is what you feel
comfortable with, that is how it will be for you,
whereas others of you have completely peeled back
the veil and stand with us in the Light, because you
recognise that you also have been in the
appearance as we are with you. Appearances are
just the way that we present our consciousness to
you. Naturally, many of you would feel that you
gravitate to specific planets or places or Beings.
Remember the core essence, the core
consciousness state, of every aspect of Creation.
There are Beings who have newly visited Earth
Station at this time to observe the expansion of the
established Earth Light City. It is this Light City of
Earth which will receive many of the Beings who are
new to this part in the dimensional construct of the
universe. They also will be adapting to the energy
frequency in a similar way that you are. Holistically,
there are many coming together in this space and
this will facilitate all of you being enlivened in this
particular pattern and it had necessitated you
releasing conditioning before you were capable of
expansion and existence into this level and we can
acknowledge you in this process now, as to what
you have achieved.
You are taking in this energy that you resonate with
and so as your light body and the energy matrix of
that draws back to the receiving area, then your
focus is back in this transition space between many
different realms and dimensions. Again, we have
been happy to assist you in this absorption of the
energy frequency you were immersed in during this
session. Recognise that this way that we present
you with information is so that you sense it and you
know it and you integrate it. Experiencing it is the
way of receiving everything that is contained in your
visitation. This is what we leave you with at this time,
Beloved
Orem out “

“This is Ulea addressing you now and I have been
brought forward by Commander Orem to assist you
now in this space and assist you to reconnect with
your physical element, which is still functioning very
well within the normal Earth construct on the planet.
You are needed on the planet. You are helping
people in many ways. You help them in the daily
activities, wherever that may be. Every physical
action you take has behind it a higher action and
connection into the Earth Light City. Perhaps you
could see that as you bring that connection in from
the Light City into the physical plane reality and you
are allowing all that to fill that space. You may think
that this is your job. It is not a hard job or task,
because when you are in the energy, you are filled
with joy and light and it is the energy flowing through
you which presents itself into all that is around you.
Now, bring yourself back into your physical body
form and environment

Ulea out “

Thank you Ulea and Orem. This is Lani speaking
again, and have you fully connected into the
physical life again, and are you feeling the extra
senses and the greater aspect you have brought
back with you from the Earth Light City? I like the
way that has been presented to us today. I feel the
excitement and the expansion of it, and so it is time
for me to close the Earth Portal on this transmission,
even though you can revisit it and re-experience it,
it is still required of me to officially end the
transmission in this way.
Thank you

Lani
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